First Assignment
(Due Monday, January 11, 2016)

• Get
  o Wanda M. Temm, Clearing the Last Hurdle (Wolters Kluwer 2014)
  o Steven L. Emanuel, Strategies & Tactics for the MBE (5th ed. Aspen 2013)

• Read Temm, Clearing the Last Hurdle, chapter 1 (Putting the Pieces Together)

• Read Temm, Clearing the Last Hurdle, chapter 2 (Understanding Memory and Mind Maps)

• Complete “Licensing Requirements Checklist” on page 4 of Clearing the Last Hurdle
  o For the exercise on page 4 of Clearing the Last Hurdle, go to the “Assignments” tab on WISE and download the document you find there. Then complete and submit the Microsoft Word® (.docx format) document as an attachment to the assignment. Title the document “yourlastname Temm Exercise”. The document should be submitted before the first class.

• Download and review the bar application from the jurisdiction where you intend to sit for the bar (see the links on the course WISE site under Resources ➔ Miscellaneous Good Stuff)